Welcome to the Scuba Rangers program!

The Scuba Rangers development program introduces children 8-12 to most of the same scuba skills that open water divers learn, in a no pressure environment. Skills are introduced and children are encouraged to try them, but are never forced if they’re uncomfortable trying or practicing a skill. We also make sure to leave plenty of time for kids to play and just have fun underwater. After they’ve completed the five development sessions, your child will participate in specialty sessions to learn more scuba skills, earn further Rangers certifications, and have even more fun!

To be a part of any scuba program, participants must have a clear medical history or a doctor’s sign off. You will find the medical questionnaire attached here. Please look over the questionnaire, and if the answer to any of the questions is yes, consult with your child’s medical practitioner and have them fill out the attached medical release by the first day of class.

For each session, Rangers will need to bring their workbook and logbook (we’ll mail them to you), a bathing suit and towel, and a mask, fins and snorkel. For your convenience, we are offering a kids snorkel set to our Rangers participants for $50. The set includes a mask, fins, snorkel and character carrying bag and comes in youth size 9-13 and adult size 1-4, and is available in several ocean animal designs. If purchased the set will be brought to the first pool session for your child.

Please email me at scubarangerskim@gmail.com by January 13th with your child’s name, mailing address, date of birth, height and weight, an email address (yours or theirs), and if you’re interested in purchasing a mask/fins/snorkel set for your Ranger. This information will allow us to register your child for the course and ensure that we have the correct size of scuba gear available at the pool sessions.

We're looking forward to our first session, and hope you and your child are as excited about their participation as we are! If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to email me or call East Coast Divers shop at (617) 277-2216.

Looking forward to blowing bubbles with your child soon!

Kim Murray
Lead Scuba Rangers Instructor
East Coast Divers